Class Will and Testament

CCHS 1964
As they leave the fond halls of Clarkstown, the '64 Seniors remember their underclassmen:

Kathy Garrison is granted, by Marie, permission to write scrolls to Janice and Linda Kimbark in Egyptian script during English class.

Thanks to Judy Grosso, James Morina will receive one lesson on how to open a parachute for the time when he gets his pilot's license. Richard Harniman and Jeff Heath give "The Locker" and all contents to John Beazley. To Gayle Morgan go all the good times Geralyn Green had at church activities and her embarrassing moments in Mr. Drake's class.

In the field of sports, Paul Hanchar leaves John Miller his protective mouth piece for next year's great season. Jesse Hampson gives Clarkstown his brothers Bob and Dave to win more Cross-Country Championships. Laurel Oakley acquires Karen Scholl's moth-eaten gym sneakers.

Ivonne Torres bequeaths to Pat Stevens all the junk left in her locker, along with all the trouble it takes to open it. Lexicographers Erich and Steve give to Mrs. Baade the unabridged Coedritz and Cartrell German-English Dictionary, and Linda Omstead inherits CHS memories and the sneakers she's always admired from Rita Naclerio. May Booby Damiani feel comfortable in a seat in the Florida Detention Room from Linda Goddard!

Leslie Parker acquires Jimmy Hammer's headaches, and Billy Peters gets his confidence, ability, etc. Edward Gleason wills his chair in the Attendance Office to Kathy Spring. David Gardineer passes down to his sister Chris his review books with answers, while Carole Zeller takes from Bonnie Gerken all privileges to southern boys in Spring Valley.

To Blair and anyone else crazy enough to take Mechanical Drawing, Don Goodwin leaves his ink eraser, and Tommy Olsen gives his old Mechanical Drawing plates to Elmer Lenahan, who'll need them again next year.
John Hill receives both rear windows to his car and a scrub brush. Ed Van Houten saves for Royal Heid 100 wads of gum on the bottom of the trash can in 166, and a pair of dirty gym socks to keep it in. Jim Munzing finds himself in possession of Robert Tveit’s fabulous school record while Jeff Siebold gets his tools. All the “green” in the school and Mary-Ann Vassallo’s Irish and Italian jokes find their way to Dennis Kelley.

Gordon Potratz bequeaths the school’s one drum key to Fred Wana- maker. Laura Moela receives Mary Lou Manzini’s seal call and a ’57 Chevy with all good things from Denny McCarthy. Mike Talaska is left a certain stop sign and John Hill is left Lonic by Charles Pape. Don McNeil gives his toothy calcite oposits and denture plates to an “smile” friend. The answers to all Mr. Donn’s American History II tests are given by Linda Morris to anyone who can decipher them. Henry Turco may thank Bob Perrone for a first name, and brother Ronnie receives all Bob’s left overs.....

History notes from Mr. Domoff’s class go to Jackie Mishkel’s sister Jill, and Eileen Meeker presents her passing remarks and a handful of compliments to Rosanne Schecter and Pat Gallagher. George Owen willed to Terry Plunkett one dead carnation from the prom and J.S.P. Vaughan says Connie Portolano may have her Cit. Ed. book cover complete with binding, all rights reserved. Jayne Schofsich receives Dottie “Lulu” Babcock’s broken typewriter, $20 used steno books. Given to Linda McCall are rubber bands holding Pat Wissig’s clarinet together, and to Terry Stephens, Pat’s unstufféd typewriting chair. All benches Robert Wager didn’t eat and his dirty gym socks are willed to Ted. Barry Zelin saves for Flash Jossen his best, hacked-up, slashed holy K-23 for use on the Shag Tee. Good marks are being transferred from Diane Weisberg to Ellen Alexander, and a French dictionary from Diane to Ellen Ochnoblatt. Bonni Wyman wishes her locker given to any strong underclassman while Sherri Wickersham bequeaths her locker partner and seat in history class to Kathy Sindlinger.
Roger Lovstrom leaves one-half a brain to Peter Kreps, an empty parking space to Mr. Charles Docher, and a quiet class to Miss T. Claudia Curtis is the recipient of Doris Kay's parking space and Clorinda Rainone will receive Vincent Fondacaro's broken locker.

Barbara Farsetta wills her position on the service corps to John Hill while Tom Scott receives from Joyce Stiles one moment of silent meditation to think about walking home next year.

Reyna Smith donates locker No. 55 and all its belongings to Chris Banza while Ralph Sherry will Mrs. Ortiz to Billy Peters. Linda Scott leaves locker 255 to any junior who has the patience to open it and the strength to close it.

C. David Forsberg's right end position on the football team and all the fun that goes with it is given to Robert Tarigo. Terry Stephens will inherit Carol Bonini's typewriter and teasing comb while Kathy "Squeaky" Zurbuch will receive Keith Jones' "squeaky" shoes.

Paul Bailey donates one moldy gym uniform to the biology lab to be used as a penicillin culture and Rocky Levinson leaves one undersized girl friend to a worthy undersized boy, preferably Steve Breitschneider.

Gloria Banas wills one crummy locker that sometimes opens to Frances Decker and one dot game to play in the library, to anyone who wants it. Eugene Schmidt gladly leaves his spot as checker in the New City A & P, to any ambitious junior who will carry on the senior boss boys' tradition, and those Friday nights.

Robert Lawson gives one slightly used stone heart to Glenn Handle while Linda Lee donates to Deborah Jean Lee a year's supply of midnight oil and no-doze in order to survive Mrs. Korns Math 11 class. Vicki Bettelheim leaves 100 cases of coke for next year's senior parties and Kathy Sherman gives Linda Omstead her gym suit and sneakers.
Maureen Wieland finds herself in possession of Mr. D's democratic court from Pat. The sneakers and gym suit of Joanne White find their way to Sharon Miller; Irene Pappaeliou bequeaths Mary Louise to Guisseppe. William Tante Immerman is now the owner of one real-type draft card for legal use anywhere, compliments of Alan Friedman. Ken Barkin finds place for Art Connolly and Mike Talaska at his old table at Wayne's, while Vincent Burns leaves to the same two the Friday afternoon pool game at John B's.

A service corps station goes to Cindy Rustmann and empty paint jars to Nancy Wilson from Ingrid Frith. Patricia Neuser leaves her "little" sister all left-over lunch crumbs; Billy Hill, Kenny Doersh and Sue Christ may divide the very top of High Tor Mountain, from Lynn Northrup, among themselves. For anyone desiring red hair, Caryl Meyerson leaves her instant hair dye. Joe Moss is the recipient of Jeffrey Muise's superior attitude as Henry Papula and George Peterman find themselves in possession of some peace and quiet from Kathy Mulligan.

Ellen Mokover bequeaths Empire Girls' State and all her college catalogues to Susette Barth. Steve Dratch receives Larry Omstead's left over right foot sneakers, and Stue Atlas and Bob Morgan are blessed with a stale piece of pizza from Steve Miller. Jeffrey Fleish wills Ray Wilkens 15% and Mike Davidson one Kentucky Gentlemen. Mr. Sitts becomes the recipient of Katie Kelemen's 12-year-old pen holder.

Gregory Katt leaves Mr. Cooney's cross country practice and a championship to his brother Bobby, Paul Montone, and Bobby and David Hampson. Jamie Foster receives Donald Swenson's locker 200 and all posters therein, while Patti Hodgens gains possession of his box of tranquilizers and a taperecording just below the threshold of pain (for errant reporters).
James Fassetta leaves Charles Carletto the task of carrying on an Italian name. Robyn Krieger wills any left-over stage make-up to be used on the leading lady of next year's Cue 'n' Curtain play. Ann Riedel; and to her brother, Scott, the overcrowded halls with everyone rushing to make the next class in three minutes and the hope that he can make it.

Dennis Bruck leaves Paul Pollard all his possessions that are left, his reserved seat in Mr. Gritmon’s office, and the duty of maintaining the best reputation in Clarkstown school. Connie Capace wills Donny Cooper all the "good times" at Grand-ole, and always "take blue," while William Farlow donates his tremendous goal-shooting ability and outside left position on the soccer team to Robert Kaster.

Arlene Freiermuth wills her holey gym suit to Bob Scott, a new steering wheel to Paul Lanspery, and a new type of driving license to Deana Markowitz. The locker which has been Pamela Byrnes for six years and that doesn't work is a bequeaths to anyone who wants it for the next six years. Lynn Storms leaves her position in Mrs. Hanley's office to anyone who would enjoy getting rid of all Mrs. Hanley's things left in the office.

Joseph Moss is the recipient of a can of lukewarm, not violent, Franco-American from Susan Berk. Michele Hader wills a pair of ear plugs to anyone lucky enough to get Miss Gura for math and a bottle of nerve pills to a slightly used Driver Ed. teacher (Mr. Jones).

Linda Mase leaves one used Service Corps post by 207 to Guy; Irwin Brown bequeaths one pair of worn out tennis sneakers to Jerry Itkin and all his "V's" to Mrs. Baade. Donald Fenbert bequeaths the 2nd trombone in the Dance Band to Harold Steinacker. Connie Farmer leaves her gym suit, sneakers and socks to Chris Banza. Alan Feldman wills Jeff
Bauer completely and totally nothing. Diana Bayar bequeaths a broken rosin to Edward Buerkert and many hugs to Binky Seifried. Laura Fishberg gives her gym suit and a bus ticket to Nyack every Friday to Gary Palmatier while Ellen Pulis leaves the "chase" to Penny Ohmeis and Steve Itkin to the freshmen girls.

Dave Fuchs leaves Stu Mushlin one cake of Horny Bear Bass Rosin. Bob Marchart wills one empty seat of troubles to Miss Lydon, one heck of a headache to Denny Kelley, and one empty parking space to Diane August. Joan Stolarz bequeaths all her mixers from the "Bowery Folies" to Linda Omstead and her "bunny costume" to Steve Itkin. Judy Eisenberg wills Mr. Foley to anyone who can aggravate him and her gym suit to anyone who likes to wear them below her knees.

Kathy Bristol leaves Judy Eberling her tic-tac-toe privileges and the Bridgetts twins all her plastic spoons. Barry Faecher wills his service corps badge to Jim Lewis and his gym suit to anyone who has guts enough to wear the rotted thing. Mary Ann Bisantz leaves Elise Sokolay locker no. 69. Liz Barnett bequeaths Pennsylvania to next year's history class in 170, a pair of gym socks to Sandy Marina, the desk under the clock at the main entrance to Mitch Warner, and the halls to the shuffling feet that pass.

Elizabeth Tobin leaves the four hundred and sixty-fourth page of the second edition of Webster's unabridged New International Dictionary to Beth Becker and Mora Mushlin. Andrea Del Regno wills lots of luck on the Chemistry Regents to Richard Montone because "he'll need it" and leaves with many happy memories of the wonderful junior, sophomore and freshmen kids she knows. Sue Coletta bequeaths Miss Duff and all her zeros to Ricki Knight and declares that Kay Fay can get fat on the cafeteria food. Vicki Bettelheim leaves Gary Palmatier all those little clay people and Carol Duggan wills her seat at the soccer games to Patty Smith. Sally Mance donates her Spanish II book to her brother, Mark.
LUNCH WITH PLASTIC UTENSILS CAN BE FUN. Mike Klochick inherits a broken stick from Bob Jetter, and Phyllis Prentice leaves to Royal Heid a big "hello" every morning. Ron Connors donates all the free things given by Vince to Art Connolly and Mike Taleski.

Gymnastic treasures are among the most popular inheritances. Jerry Cole leaves his multi-colored soccer hat to Doug Harris, and Joe Reuter generously leaves his talents in football, basketball, baseball, and track to the needy Mike Taleski. Rough D'Allessandro bequeaths one soccer season full of running and hopping to Charlie Holbrook. To Jim Munzing, Denny McCarthy leaves his share of the germs in the Boy's locker room. Darlene Bardley and Carl Puma give their gym suits to Janie Rosnick and Marie Natale, respectively. Bob Bickerton leaves his gym socks to Steve Dratich to be used as earmuffs and Judy Knapp returns to Maureen Amorsano the gym socks she borrowed. June McCan's gym locker and all its earthly treasures go to Marilyn Row.

Some enterprising young men receive Matt Powell's gym locker plus the three weeks of fundamentals he went through in each sport. Joan Drexel's locker and gym suit are left to Eline Sokolay.

Any old papers and books in Kathleen Coates' locker are received by Glen McEntire. Bob Castignoli leaves his locker and his extremely high grades to Melanie Orlando, and Karen Dratich bequeaths her locker to Wayne Huyck, if he can open it! The locker adjacent to Angela Sigilli's goes to her sister, Paula.
The Class of '64 has not forgotten the faculty. Diane McGrath leaves the pleasure of having Mr. Domoff for History 12, and Clare Hussey leaves Christine Beckmann the trials and tribulations of a certain business teacher. Alan Ritchey leaves Mr. Domoff one failed History Regents, and Robert Raymond wills Mr. Newmann to Tom Wicks.

John Reiner leaves Mr. Taylor and Mr. Newmann, his former science teachers, to the mercy of Mrs. Korn. Frank Eberling donates his beard to Mr. Orlando, for patchwork. Margaret Holmkamp leaves to all underclassmen her inspiring friendship with "that shining light of the economics field," Mr. M.

Georgette Collins wills the entire Senior High School to her ninth grade brother. Tom Brennan has been entrusted with the maintenance of locker 1001 by Robert Roccabruna. First chair clarinet is given by Marion Dunn to either E. A. or R. D. (They can fight it out between them.) The pleasure of being an accompanist goes to Nancy, Mara, and Judy from Katie Kolench, and the reins of Student Government are taken up from Edie Itkin by Stu Mushlin.

Karol Rawson wills her seat in Miss Travaglia's class to Gail Harris, Tim Kidd leaves his warmed Service Corps chair to Charlie Partridge, and Myra Jungberg bequeatheth her seat in C-216 to anyone who wants it. Cheryl Hoyt inherits Richard Armano's lunch table, and Bonnie Burger leaves an empty backseat to Chucky Thorne. Ken Barkin and Tom Kay and Jim Killian leave their seats at local establishments to Art Connelly and Mike Talaska and Bob Gaglione and Bob Reed respectively. Pat Damiani gives to John Beazley peace and quiet during 3rd lunch. An electric Alarm clock goes to Claudia Curtis from Maryjane Ryan. Jim Damiani leaves his Thunderbird to Stu Mushlin in hopes he can handle its power.
Frank Hochreiter bequeaths his copies of 610 minutes, folded in the form of paper airplanes, to Tommy White. Brenda Kenney's driving ability and her permit go to Judy Boyd, and Wayne Knapp leaves Lorraine Knapp to shrunken head which she previously stole from him. "The" camera of Joe Rich, complete with instructions, goes to Mr. Gritmon.

One well-used Calculus book goes to Cousin Richard from Bob Harquardt. Lorraine Colby bequeaths to Stan Dale any eligible blond he feels could take her place, and Nancy Robinson's "bottled sunshine" is given to Kappi Frendergast.

Vinny Burns leaves his National Waterskiin Championship to all those under-class girls who fell for it. Joyce Hersey donates her entire English vocabulary list to the Mary Quackenbush fund. That bent and broken high-jump bar, and the hard-as-rocks pit go to Steve Bretschneider from sons de Varenne. Terri Hyatt will the garbage can in the new-wing girl's room to Josie Homeyer, and Mary Podgradski leaves the "art of winning" to Jackie Johnson.

Tally Rieschl's pink stretchy anklets go to the deserving Ellen Miller. Cathy Apostle will be given forty cents bus fare to Nyack by Barbara Fishburg. A screech owl in the biology refrigerator goes to Stu "The Gnu" Mushlin from Rick Lasky, and Diane Chambers leaves Sue Sinclair all the paper she borrowed for absentee excuses. Brian Kaleita leaves nothing to anyone. (He is taking it all with him.)

Last but not least, Kathy Bristol wills to Patti Hodgens one unbreakable strap.